Looks, Brains and a Dynamic Personality.

The Greer Element™ is the industry's only crane monitoring display that offers feature-rich capabilities, multiple screens and language conversions to help operators work safer and smarter.

Unlike other monitoring displays, the Element offers true VGA graphics to view real-time information sharper and easier. Dynamic screens enable operators to switch between multiple windows and offers fingertip access to work area definition (WAD), crane configuration, diagnostics, gauge readings, and other critical data from crane sensors.

But perhaps the most impressive capabilities are the Element's language and units of measure. Now, operators can choose from a multiple language menu, and even choose between Imperial or Metric units. The Greer Element is customer-engineered to provide intuitive functionality and expandable capability as more sensors are added.
The Element is just one value-added component in the Greer family of rated-capacity indicator systems.

Greer’s rated-capacity indicator systems feature our exclusive FastCal technology to deliver the fastest calibration time in the industry. Now, Greer RCIs automatically transmit rated capacity, actual load, percent of rated capacity, load radius, boom angle, boom length and crane configuration data to our new Element crane monitoring display.

Size Matters.

The new generation Greer Element uses less space on the dashboard minimizing the operator’s obstructed view.

Familiar Functionality.

The Element’s learning curve is so low any experienced operator will be up to speed in minutes. Visual design and functionality mimic the legacy display for an easy transition.

Promising Future.

Enhanced capabilities open the door for new features, putting even more real-time, vital information at an operator’s fingertips.

For more information about the Greer Element and other electronic monitoring components, please contact a TWG sales representative.